Airbus

European Union

This 11th day of 1April
the year of 12018n
Airbus annual shareholders' meeting, Hotel Okura, Amsterdam.

With the unconditional support of our most loyal client, the European Union, we
have dominated the promising market of border security while we keep on
providing military equipment in warzones of Middle-East and Africa.
Now it’s the best time for investments .

1 111111111 o is the owner of 1100
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fully
paid-in-blood and non-transferable responsibility shares of the above company.
The value of this share grows as long as people’s lives are being destroyed by the
use of company’s products. And it’s still growing…

Stop the War on Migrants
Theatrical demonstration and die-in against
Airbus and the militarisation of EU borders.

Wednesday 11 April – 13:00 hrs
Airbus shareholders’ meeting - Hotel Okura
Ferdinand Bolstraat 333, Amsterdam
Migrants bear the brunt of the ongoing militarisation of
the European borders. While Fortress Europe heightens its
walls, refugees drown in the Mediterranean, get stuck in
dire circumstances or end up in detention and being
deported. The military and security industry reaps the
benefits of the racist border policies of the EU.
Airbus is the 2nd largest European arms producer. It
sells aircraft and missiles to countries at war,
repressive regimes and human rights abusers. This way it
fuels the reasons that force people to flee their homes.
Airbus again profits by providing EU with border security
equipment to stop refugees. It is a key player in the
successful industrial lobby for the militarisation of
Europe's borders.
Airbus' headquarters are in the Netherlands (Leiden).
Every year they hold their Annual General Meeting for
shareholders in Amsterdam. They celebrate the rising
numbers of their profitable deadly business but they fail
to
mention
the
rising
number
of
deaths
in
the
Mediterranean,
Middle-East
and
Africa
where
their
products are being used.
We take this opportunity
to give Airbus a taste of the
consequences of their actions.
Bring a white sheet for
the die-in part of the action.

stopthewaronmigrants.noblogs.org
ineumanity-nl@riseup.net

